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From the anatomy of the wrist, we can see that the wrist is consisted of the carpals and the two long 
bones of the forearm (ulna and radius). On the hand side, the carpals are consisted of two rows of 
bones, there are four bones in the first row. On the other side, the two long forearm bones (the 
radius and ulna) form a joint with the first row of carpals. At the same time, the ends of the bones 
are covered with an elastic tissue cartilage. Cartilage creates a slick surface that enables the bones to 
move smoothly when they move against each other. In our daily life, Rheumatoid athirst and other 
forms of inflammatory arthritis commonly affect the wrist leading to pain, deformity and a reduced 
quality of life for the patient. Joint arthroplasty is an attractive solution for improving function while 
reliving the pain, especially for some patients whose arthritis symptoms become disabling. The 
advantage of a wrist displacement is patients who have a joint replaced will have movement of the 
wrist. After the total joint replacement, the worn-out ends of the bones are removed and replaced 
by an artificial joint.  In this research paper, the artificial joint part consists of a distal spherical 
bearing member, which can be attached by attachment means to the capitates bone or/and 
hamates bone, and also of a platform, which is attached to the radius and at right angles to the 
longitudinal axis of the radius towards the ulna comprises a guide surface. An intermediate member 
is supported at the proximal end with a sliding surface on the guide surface and displaceable in the 
direction of the ulna, whereas at the distal end it forms a spherical bearing for the bearing member. 
In all, this is a design with little loss of bone. It has the advantage that involves less intervention. In 
the proximal carpal row, this surgery removes the scaphoid, lunate and triquetral bones. The 
ligaments are extensively retained and, after a natural shortening, can perform all essential 
functions. There is also a slight stiffening of the wrist joint by retaining naturally possible movements 
between the remaining wrist bones and the metacarpal, while the control of the implanted joint part 
is dependent on the extension of tendons and ligaments similarly to the natural joint. During the 
design, Pro/Engineering will be used for the Computer aided engineering design part to help 
engineers quickly build up 3D model. Besides, Ansys would do the Computer aided analysis and 
simulation part to analyze the model. From the forces generated in the wrist joint, we can know that 
humeroulnar forces up to 1600N and wrist joint forces of up to 2800N were found for moderate-
level activity, all these data will help to build up an ideal 3D model and also use Ansys for a better 
design analysis. After the surgery, a plaster cast needs to be worn for the several weeks. As the cast 
is removed, a protective splint will need to be worn for the next 6-8 weeks. The vibrating and joint-
producing tools are to be avoided. And also the amount of limitation should also be avoided. On 
average, a wrist replacement can be expected to last 10-15 years with careful use. As with all 
implants, long-term follow-up every year or every 2 years will identify any developing or problems. 

                                                                             

 


